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Abstract—We present a physical model of growth of whisker crystals from metal pentagonal small particles
(PSPs). The model is based upon the notions of nucleation and slippage of prismatic dislocation loops in the
elastic field of disclination defects that are inherent in PSPs. In the framework of this model, the escape of
interstitial dislocation loops at the PSP surface leads to an increase in the whisker length relative to the base,
while incorporation of the vacancytype loops is accompanied by their accumulation on the internal surface.
The model is illustrated by calculations that show a gain in the total PSP energy as a result of the formation
of a pair of prismatic dislocation loops with opposite signs.
DOI: 10.1134/S1063785014020266

It is well known that nano and micronsized metal
particles (with a fcc crystalline structure) can possess
fivefold symmetry axes [1]. This is confirmed by the
synthesis of particles with specific shapes (habits)
including dodecahedron, icosahedron, pentagonal
prism, etc. The unusual shape of pentagonal small
particles (PSPs) and the mechanical stresses present in
these species are related to a specific internal defect
structure with multiple twins [2]. In order to describe
this defect structure and internal stresses in PSPs, a
model was developed that employed the concept of
wedge disclinations and was called the disclination
model [3]. According to this model, the elastic energy
of a PSP increases in proportion to its volume and the

squared power of characteristic disclination defects
(see formula (2) below). A reset of the energy accumu
lated in growing PSPs proceeds via various relaxation
mechanisms, including the PSP surface modification
(see, e.g., [4–6]).
Possible PSP surface modifications include the
experimentally observed formation of prismatic and
coneshaped whisker crystals, which have been situ
ated in most cases in the sites of pentagonal symmetry
axis emergence at the PSP surface [7]. Figure 1a shows
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
typical electrodeposited PSP of copper with modified
surface morphology, where an icosahedral particle
exhibits a prismatic whisker protrusion. The present
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of a pentagonal copper particle with protruding whisker crystal and (b) physical model of a whisker growing
from an icosahedral particle with an internal cavity by means of prismatic dislocation loops.
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Fig. 2. Model calculations: (a) geometry of the nucleation and separation of prismatic dislocation loops in an icosahedral particle;
(b) dependences of stress relaxation energy Erel on position h of interstitial dislocation loop (for an immobile vacancy loop) for the
following model parameters: particle radius, R = 500 nm; Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3; and dislocation core radius, rcore = b = 0.4 nm.

Letter describes a physical mechanism responsible for
the formation of this whisker.
The problem of whiskercrystal growth on galvanic
coatings has been actively discussed since the 1940s in
the context of failures of electronic devices caused by
shortcircuit through whiskers formed on electric
contacts (see, e.g., review [8]). An important feature
of these whiskers is their growth (protrusion) out of a
metal (from the base), and the presence of internal
stresses has been treated as one of the necessary condi
tions for the appearance of such micro and nano
objects [9]. The proposed model of whisker growth
from PSPs is based upon Eshelby’s notion [10] that
dislocation loops might be involved in the transport of
matter from the base to a growing whisker. Internal
stresses present in the PSP act as the driving force of
the nucleation and propagation of prismatic disloca
tion loops. Previously, we studied the interaction of
dislocation loops with isolated wedge disclinations,
including the relaxation of stresses in extended pris
matic pentagonal crystals [11] and in the vicinity of
disclinations emerging at the halfspace surface [12].
First, let us qualitatively describe the mechanism of
whisker formation in a PSP (Fig. 1b). It is assumed
that a repeated process of nucleation of prismatic dis
location loop pairs consisting of an interstitial disloca
tion loop (DLi) and vacancy loop (DLv) takes place
inside an icosahedral PSP. After nucleation, the loops
are spatially separated so that the interstitial loops are
transferred toward the particle surface and the vacancy
loops are accumulated in the central region. This spa
tial separation is driven by internal stresses of disclina
tion defects inherent in PSPs. Upon emergence at the
particle surface, DLi contributes to the whisker growth
and DLv can be absorbed by an internal cavity formed
in the central region. The possible slippage of disloca
tion loops, which accounts for the mass transfer, is a
collective mode of atomic motion that requires lower
energy consumption that does the motion of individ
ual atoms or vacancies.
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Now let us consider in more detail the energy bal
ance of the process of nucleation and separation of
prismatic dislocation loops with opposite signs in a
PSP. The initial icosahedral PSP has a specific internal
structure comprising six wedge disclinations with a
power of ωD = 2π – 10arcsin(1/ 3 ) ≈ 7°21′ ≈ 0.128,
which pass via the opposite vertices of the icosahedron
[3]. In order to simplify calculations, let us replace this
icosahedron by a sphere of radius R with an interstitial
Marks–Yoffe disclination [13] that is a result of aver
aging of the wedge disclinations (sphere χ in Fig. 2a).
The Marks–Yoffe disclination is determined by eigen
strain components (expressed in spherical coordi
(χ)
(χ)
nates) with the characteristic values ε *ϑϑ = ε *ϕϕ =
3
χ =  ωD ≈ 0.0613, which induce the following
2π
mechanical stresses in the particle:
(χ)
4Gχ 1 + ν
σ rr =  ⎛ ⎞ ln ⎛ r⎞ ,
3 ⎝ 1 – ν⎠ ⎝ R⎠

(1a)

(χ)
(0)
1 + ν⎞
r
σ θθ = σ ϕϕ = 4Gχ
 ⎛ 
ln ⎛ ⎞ + 1 .
⎝ R⎠ 2
3 ⎝ 1 – ν⎠

(1b)

Here, (r, θ, ϕ) are spherical coordinates with an origin
at the PSP center, R is the PSP radius, G is the shear
modulus of the particle material, and ν is the Poisson’s
ratio. The elastic energy in the PSP (which is taken to
be its initial energy) can be expressed as
2

3

8πχ G ( 1 + ν )R
(2)
E χ = 
.
27 ( 1 – ν )
Figure 2a shows a modified state of the PSP in
which two coaxial circular prismatic dislocation loops
of opposite signs are formed with the Burgers vectors b
(for DLv) and –b (for DLi). Both loops have the same
radius a, but DLv is situated at the PSP center while
DLi is shifted along the axis by distance h relative to
DLv. This configuration of dislocation loops ensures
the conservation of matter. The role of DLv consists in
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forming a vacancy reservoir (cavity), while DLi trans
fers material to the growing whisker upon emergence
at the PSP surface.
Total elastic energy Etotal of the modified PSP state
is a sum of several components:
(3)
E total = E χ + E v + E i + E χv + E χi + E vi ,
where Ev and Ei are the energies of DLv and DLi,
respectively; Eχv and Eχi are the energies of interaction
of the Marks–Yoffe disclination with DLv and DLi,
respectively; and Evi is the energy of interaction
between the two loops. The difference of PSP energies
before and after the nucleation of loops, Erel, can be
expressed as follows:
E rel = E total – E χ .
(4)
In order to determine the various energy contribu
tions in sum (3), let us use the results of recent investi
gation [14] specially devoted to an analysis of the elas
tic properties of prismatic dislocation loops in a spher
ical particle. In particular, for the loop, selfenergies
Ev and Ei can be determined by directly using [14,
Eq. (21)] and loop interaction energy Evi can be calcu
lated using stresses due to a circular prismatic loop in
a ball expressed analytically in terms of Legendre poly
nomials [14]. These relations are not presented here
due to being very cumbersome.
Interaction energies Eχv and Eχi are conveniently
expressed via work spent for the creation of dislocation
loops in the elastic field of the Marks–Yoffe disclina
tion:
a

∫

(χ)

E ⎧ χv ⎫ = { ± }b σ zz
⎨ ⎬
⎩ χi ⎭

0

⎧z = 0 ⎫
⎨
⎬
⎩z = h ⎭

2πρ dρ,

(5)

(χ)

where σ zz is the component of the Marks–Yoffe dis
clination stress tensor, which can be determined using
standard transformations in spherical coordinates for
stress components given by formulas (1).
Figure 2b gives a typical example of the dependence
of Erel on coordinate h of DLi (for immobile DLv). A
specific feature of the Erel(h) curves is the presence of a
region with Erel > 0 for small h and Erel < 0 with mono
2

2

tonic decay for large h up to h = R – d , at which
DLi emerges at the surface. The region with negative
Erel corresponds to the energetically favorable forma
tion of this loop configuration as compared to the ini
tial PSP upon surmounting of the energy barrier with
Erel > 0. The monotonic decay of Erel with increasing h
can be interpreted as being due to the action of a repul
sive configuration force on DLi in the elastic field of the
Marks–Yoffe disclination and DLv, which results in
the emergence of DLi at the PSP surface and the pro
trusion of growing whisker by distance b. The role of
DLv can be treated as the collective accumulation of

vacancies inside the PSP with the subsequent forma
tion and growth of the internal cavity. It is important to
note that the formation of dislocation loops in small
particles (R < 10 nm) is energetically unfavorable.
Thus, the results of our model calculations show
that the growth of whisker crystals on PSPs can be
treated as a result of relaxation of internal mechanical
stresses through multiply repeated events of the nucle
ation and propagation of prismatic dislocation loops
with the emergence of interstitial loops at the PSP sur
face, which leads to the whisker growth and the simul
taneous concentration of vacancy loops inside the PSP
with subsequent formation of a cavity. During the anal
ysis of whiskerformation conditions at the developed
growth stage, it may be essential to take into account
the contribution due to the newly formed whisker sur
face, as it was demonstrated by Dubrovskii et al [15].
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